Dance Revolution is the innovative prime time dance show that welcomes dancers from all styles and ages to compete and, for the first time on TV, with the help of state-of-the-art technology, be judged with a 360° shot of their most spectacular “Revolution” moment. Dancers must begin by impressing all 3 dance industry masters to secure a spot in each stage. As the season progresses, they must prove their passion for dance as they perform solo and in groups, and work to convince the masters to mentor them and protect them from elimination. The masters will have the help of the Revolution moments throughout the competition – capturing the dancers’ precise and timeless movements to make sure that they make the right decision. The dancers’ performances and the breath-taking Revolution moments will decide the 4 finalists, who will showcase their talent in hopes of becoming the Best Revolution Dancer and winning the $100k grand prize.

Are you ready for a new spin on dance...?